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Theater projects

Anna Karenina, 2002

Anna Karenina
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Adaptation from the novel by Leo Tolstoy: Katariina Leino
Director: Petri Lairikko
Set and costume design: Markku Piri
Execution of the costumes: Anja Mäkinen, Kaisu Heinonen
Sound and lighting design: Ilkka Volanen
Anna Karenina played by: Emilia Pokkinen
Valkeakoski City Theater, 2002–2003

Photos from a rehearsal with the stage design not yet completed.

“Markku Piri’s stage and costume design are both in pure style and modern. They create a well considered, fleeting illusion –achieved sometimes
with bare elements- of greatness and pomp, with no lapses into familiar
clichés. In place of traditional operetta props, the visual design on stage
shows a genuine spirit of Tolstoy, the costumes’ shapes and colours express
the personality and spiritual condition of each bearer. The group ensembles
are shaped into harmonious paintings.”
Marja-Liisa Rönkkö, Tyrvään Sanomat, 2002
(The writer is the former General Director of the Finnish National Gallery)
“The ingenious stage design and the elegant costumes were what they
should be. One, indeed, anticipated what delightful would appear on stage
next.”
Heli Attenberg, Valkeakosken Sanomat, 2002
“The best in the Tolstoy dramatization at Valkeakoski is the visual design.
Markku Piri’s set design and costumes are carefully thought-out epoch.
Matti Wacklin, Aamulehti, 2002

Helsinki ‘94
As the event look designer of the European Athletics Championships,
Markku Piri played, tongue-in-cheek, with the Finnish national identity
both in the visual look and the content of the opening ceremony.

KUVA: LAURI ERIKSSON

“Markku Piri’s talent, in which his
open-mindedness and sense of
style is combined with versatility
and an ability to communicate,
marks him as a true treasure in
Finland and a fine cooperation
partner. He has ideas and energy
in spades!
It has been a truly enriching experience to work with him.”
Karita Mattila
Houston, February 4, 2006

Karita Mattila, soprano, performed in the opening ceremony
of the 1994 European Athletics Championships in Helsinki.

Karita Mattila
Kaija Saariaho: Quatre Instants song cycle world premiere, 2003.
The evening gowns and the jewelry of platinum, gold, silver, diamonds and rubies, designed by Markku Piri for Karita Mattila for her
concert tour. (The execution of the jewelry by Pekka Kulmala.)

Ensi-ilta 14.10.2004 klo 19 Studio ERIssä
Yliopistonkatu 7, Turku

Fauni (Faun)
Choreography: Lassi Sairela

Enkelit (Angels)
Avoin (Open)
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Choreography: Tiina Lindfors
Set and costume design, graphic design: Markku Piri
Execution of the costumes: Tuula Bergqvist
Tanssiteatteri Eri (Danceteater Eri) 2004

Fauni
Enkelit
Avoin
Liput 14/7 € ERIstä, puh. (02) 250 1032
Näytökset 16/22/23/27/28.10. ja 3/4/9/10/19/20/25/26/27.11. klo 19.

Design Markku Piri

Khora
Composition: Mikko Heiniö
Choreography:Tiina Lindfors
Costume design: Markku Piri
Execution of the costumes: Tuula Bergqvist
Execution of the wings: Pirkko Varjonen
Krousticon Percussion orchestra
Conductor: Risto Pulkkinen
Tanssiteatteri ERI, 2001
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“The spectacular visual images linger in the mind”
“Khora is the best art that I have experienced in long memory.
It is above all a collaborative work of art: dance, costumes,
sets and the music together create a strong impact.”
Turun sanomat, 2001
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Tiina Lindfors and Jaana Järvinen in Sinfonia.

Piaf!
Sinfonia
Music: Kalevi Aho
Choreography, text: Tiina Lindfors
Visual design: Markku Piri
Lighting design: Esa Kyllönen
Execution of the costumes: Tuula Bergqvist

Script adaptation of various memoirs : Katariina Leino
Director, set design: Petri Lairikko
Costumes: Markku Piri
Execution of the costumes: Anja Mäkinen
Edith Piaf played by Susanna Haavisto
Valkeakoski City Theater 2003-2004

Markku Piri is an incurable searcher,
a curious and innovative artist, whose
strength is the little boy alive within him,
in everything that he does. It’s easy to
work with him, he listens to the actor that
he is designing for, and is flexible when
something can be gained by it.
The best about Markku is his courage
to be naive and a little crazy in order to
achieve his goals and make happen what
he has imagined. He works as
he
lives, with daring.

Painting “The Sea Embracing” 300 x 600cm
Susanna Haavisto
February 6, 2006

World Championships Gala 2005
Markku Piri’s concept and plan for set and costume design
for the Finnish National Opera, 2003-2004
(3-d illustrations with Tuomas Lehtonen, Atmos)

Juha Uusitalo

Karita Mattila

Jorma Silvasti

Soile Isokoski

Tommi Hakala

Topi Lehtipuu

There is today an exceptional group of world-class opera singers from Finland, and I happen to know many of them personally. In the summer of 2003, as I was about to begin my
work as the event look designer of the Helsinki 2005 World Championships in Athletics, I
also planned a concept to bring all this musical talent together on stage for the first time in
two special Gala Concerts. The National Opera in Helsinki would be the ideal venue. The
Finnish national broadcasting corporation YLE was interested in the concerts, as well as the
European arts tv channel Arte. When these artists would all perform in these concerts, this
historical moment would allow ticket prices to be set to cover the cost of the elegant spectacles. I designed the set and the costumes in the summer of 2004.
The management of the National Opera played with the idea for 18 months, and finally in
2005 produced a single concert with a smaller budget, fewer singers, and without the participation of YLE, Arte, or myself. But my idea and designs are here.

Monica Groop

Gabriel Suovanen

Matti Salminen

Lilli Paasikivi

Mika Pohjonen

Jorma Hynninen
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Maa (The Earth)
Music: Kaija Saariaho
Choreography: Carolyn Carlson
Stage and costume design: Markku Piri
Lighting design: Claude Naville
The Finnish National Ballet, 1991

“Along with extravagant composition of movement, Maa is dominated by the visual effects, costumes and
sets designed by Markku Piri and lights by Claude Naville. Maa is breathing intensely both with the music
and with visual elements... The importance of the visual side to the general effect could even be compared
to such pompous models as the French multimedia works of the 1920’s, e.g. the Parade -ballet. From the
point of view of basic idea and general effect, Maa has a lot in common with the joint works of Massine,
Cocteau, Satie and Picasso.
Marjaana Toiminen, Teatteri -magazine, 1991
“The sets and the costumes by Markku Piri, echoing slightly of a surreal quality of blood and horror,
are truly stunning”.
Vittoria Ottolenghi, Rasto del Carlino, 1992

Claude Naville’s lighting, Markku Piri’s ingenious sets and costumes and Kaija Saariaho’s
ultramodern music are perfectly on the mark... The performance is most polished in its details
and creates fascinating visual metaphors, as if an abstract painting had started to move...
The picture frames of light are awakened to become masterpieces of abstract art, and the end
result seems to take place between half-shadow and light, cold and warm tones, winter and
summer climate...”
Lorenzo Tozzi, Il Tempo, 1992

“No concessions for ease or sweetness, but there are a few references to Picasso and Velasquez,
a few dives into mythology and the alchemist visions of the Flemish painters, resulting in a gallery
of visual metaphors emphasized by lighting and Markku Piri’s splendid stage design”
Francesca Bernabini, Corriera della Sera, 1992
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Music: Ilkka Kuusisto
Libretto: Markus Nummi
Music director: Kristian Attila
Director: Kalle Holmberg
Choreographer: Tiina Lindfors
Stage and costume designer: Markku Piri
Lighting designer: Ilkka Volanen
The Finnish Chamber Opera, 2007
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Vapauden vanki
(Prisoner of Freedom)

In the roles:
Risto Ryti, the president: Jorma Hynninen, baritone
Gerda Ryti, the wife: Tiina Lindfors, dancer
In the opera about Risto Ryti, everything fits perfectly... (Despite the somber historical theme of the ”unspoken president”)
...the composer and the librettist have managed to create a multi-level and entertaining chamber opera, that works on
a national level but also reaches a more general level. Kuusisto is an excellent, talented composer who, throughout his
career, has wisely been able to stay away from the melancholy gloominess that bothers the Finnish opera.
Technically The Prisoner of Freedom is a monologue opera... The wife’s silent role has been written in the composition.
The structure is ingenious, and the choreography for herself by Tiina Lindfors is natural and magnificent.
Jorma Hynninen’s expressive, warm baritone voice is like gold, and his dramatic skills are peerless... The director Kalle
Holmberg and his team have conjured a simple and active whole.
Erkki Saarinen, Satakunnan Kansa, 2007
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Fur coat executed by Gemmi Fur
Chrystal chandeliers executed by Turun Kristalli
Deco inspired jewelry executed by Rahapaja Insignia
Concert CD published by Ondine
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Karita Mattila, soprano
Kirmo Lintinen, music direction, musical arrangements
Tiina Lindfors, stage director, choreography
Markku Piri, original conception, set and costume design
Jyri Tervakangas, lighting design
Tampere Hall, 18, 22, 25, 28 August 2007

Corcovado
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Lush Life
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Markku Piri’s
visual design projects for the theater
Choreography Jorma Uotinen:
Jojo (1978)
The Finnish National Opera
Rollo (1978)
Tancetheater Rollo
Paljastuksen aakkoset (The Alphabets of Revelations, 1979)
Tancetheater Rollo
Unohdettu horisontti (Forgotten Horizon, 1980)
visual design jointly with Jorma Uotinen
Commissioned by Helsinki Festival
Duetto (Duet, 1980)
Choreography Luc Bouy
Cullberg-baletten

Karita Mattila attained the sensual atmosphere, the musicality of the language and
the vocal ease of the song. – Mattila’s jazz evening was covered with glamour. Lots
was invested in it: time, care, money; one could hear it in the band playing with tough
professionalism and unfailing beat, one could see it in the brilliance of the stage and
costume design.
Harri Hautala, Aamulehti, 2007
One can sense that Mattila really respects Cole Porter, Billy Strayhorn and all the other
master composers of the evening.
Vesa Sirén, Helsingin Sanomat, 2007
Markku Piri’s stage designs and costumes drip with glamour.
Mari Koppinen, Helsingin Sanomat, 2007

Animal Trilogy (1986)
Choreography Bill T. Jones-Arnie Zane
Costume design jointly with Bill Katz
Brooklyn Academy of Music
Maa (The Earth, 1991)
Music Kaija Saariaho, choreography Carolyn Carlson
The Finnish National Ballet
European Athletics Championships, Helsinki (1994)
Concept and visual design for the opening ceremony,
the medals ceremony, and for the event look in general.
Tulpanträdet (The Tulip Tree, 1995)
Choreography Luc Bouy
Östgötabaletten
Kaleva 125 Years -gala (1999)
The concept and design for the anniversary of the insurance company Kaleva,
including producing, writing, directing and designing the Main Gala at the National
Opera with performances by Karita Mattila, soprano, Lilli Paasikivi, mezzosoprano,
Pentti Hietanen, tenor, Tanssiteatteri ERI, actors, the orchestra and the choir of the
Finnish National Opera, the Orchestra of the Sibelius Academy, Mikko Franck,
conductor
Khora (2001)
Music Mikko Heiniö, choreography Tiina Lindfors
Tancetheater ERI
Anna Karenina (2002)
Director Petri Lairikko
Valkeakoski City Theater
Karita Mattila’s recital tour (2003)
Théâtre du Châtelet (Paris), Barbican Hall (London),
Risto Ryti Hall (Huittinen, Finland)
Piaf! (2003)
Director Petri Lairikko
Valkeakoski City Theater
15 X Gaala (2004)
Fauni, Enkelit, Avoin
Choreography Lassi Sairela, Tiina Lindfors
Dancetheater ERI
Sinfonia (2006)
Music Kalevi Aho, choreography Tiina Lindfors
Dancetheater ERI
Vapauden vanki -opera (2007)
Music Ilkka Kuusisto, director Kalle Holmberg,
choreography Tiina Lindfors
Karita Mattila’s Fever (2007)
Tampere Hall
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Markku Piri
visual designer
managing director
Piri-Piri Oy/Corp.
markku.piri@piri-piri.fi
+358 44 560 1220

